
You are invited to review 
two gripping underworld thrillers about greed, fear and fraud, 

both starring Robert Glenister, 
and written by Paul Sellar,

- dramas to take you away during lockdown

Contact: Kevin Wilson
Kevinwilsonpr@gmail.com

Tel 07884 368697 / 020 8673 0658
www.kevinwilsonpublicrelations.co.uk

Robert Glenister who plays Max Silver in ‘How to Build a Supertower’ and  Joe Stein in ‘The Gold Killing’



Playwright Paul Sellar

Playwright Paul Sellar,  whose critically acclaimed West End play ‘2 Graves’ was Pick of the Week in The Times, The Daily 
Telegraph, The Independent, Evening Standard and Time Out, has since gone on to further acclaim with a series of 
exhilarating, contemporary radio dramas set in the murky world of big business and international crime.

“There’s an almost Oresteia like magnificence to this revenge cycle…
 it contains the year’s most bleakly beautiful lines.”

 Fiona Mountford, The Evening Standard on ‘2 Graves’, Arts Theatre

“Paul Sellar has turned into a playwright we can cherish” 

Lloyd Evans, The Spectator,  on ‘Worlds End’, Trafalgar Studios.

“There is no mistaking the signature of playwright Paul Sellar. The master of deception 
layered upon deception.”

Moira Petty, The Stage on ‘The Moonflask’, Saturday Drama,  Radio 4



How to Build a Supertower

The Gold Killing

In ‘How To Build A Supertower’ self-made tycoon Max Silver (Robert Glenister) sets out to build an 
iconic new London skyscraper.  A symbol of strength for these uncertain times: and a magnet for 
international investment. But it is also a magnet for trouble. And the higher you go the further you 
fall: and as the storms of recession intensify trouble comes in thick and fast from all four corners of 
the globe… Max, having set sail on this perilous journey, will have to rely on all his native cunning and 
streetwise brinkmanship if he is to somehow steer himself and his family clear of danger and back to 
the safety of shore.

The opening episode co-stars Catherine Cusack, Sean Baker, Katherine Press, Daphne Alexander, 
Buom Tihngang, Paul Hickey, Shaun Mason and Susan Jameson.

Boxer turned businessman Joe Stein (Robert Glenister) wouldn’t normally get involved with Mafia 
money but he’s on his uppers. When he hears about a Ghanaian gold mine with incredible deposits he 
wants a piece of the action. But the returns from the mine begin to pay dividends that Joe would rather 
be without... 

It co-stars Pip Torrens, David Hounslow, Amelia Lowdell, Danny Sapani, Obi Abili, Alex Tregear, Rhiannon 
Neads and Stephen Critchlow.



Paul Sellar

Paul is a playwright working in theatre, film and radio. His first radio play - ‘The Takeover’ was runner up 
for the Imison Award at the BBC audio awards and it was the BBCs entry for The Prix Europa, Best Radio 
Drama in Europe. His plays have been produced in many countries and in the UK with his last two plays 
transferring to London’s West End (The Arts and Trafalgar Studios respectively). Past commissions include 
BBC Radio Drama, The National Theatre Studio and Warp Films / Film 4.

His theatre work has won a Curtain Call award in Australia and with his last play a Jury prize at the ITSELF 
festival in Warsaw. 

He is now at work on several new projects including a new play and a TV series.

www.paulsellar.co.uk

Robert Glennister

Robert is one of the UK’s most popular and in-demand actors. Best known for his roles as con man Ash 
“Three Socks” Morgan in the BBC television series ‘Hustle’ and Nicholas Blake in the BBC spy drama 
‘Spooks’, he was last seen in the West End as Dave Moss in ‘Glengarry Glen Ross’ by David Mamet at The 
Playhouse Theatre.

LISTINGS INFO 

‘How To Build A Supertower’ is now available on BBC Sounds. 

‘The Gold Killing’ was BBC Drama of the Week and is now published by 
Bastei Lubbe on Audible.

Links to review either production are available from
Kevin Wilson at KWPR
Kevinwilsonpr@gmail.com
Tel 07884 368697 / 020 8673 0658
www.kevinwilsonpublicrelations.co.uk


